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Dmitry yablonsky:

Persuasive ChamPion of
azerbaijani Culture
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Look through back issues of
and the name Dmitry Yablonsky crops up more than once. So what is a Moscow-born, Juilliard-educated,
world-renowned cellist and conductor doing in a journal about Azerbaijan? Well, the CD review that follows this interview is part of the answer,

passive recipient of the charm, though; it is fair to say that he has more than fully returned the favours bestowed on him.
music in Qabala.
-

RECORDING
we sit under a chilly February sun in Maiden Tower’s shadow, sipping a glass or three of warming tea.
Dmitry is understandably pleased to have copies of
his latest CD recording – of Qara Qarayev’s Seven Beauand Path of Thunder suites (note that Kara Karayev

– Dmitry Yablonsky

form of his name). This is the
fourth album of Azerbaijani music
that he has recorded for the Naxos
label; it was preceded by Azerbai-

harmonic appearing twice and playing Azerbaijani concert
works in London. Dmitry is also engaged on a project sponsored by The European Azerbaijan Society to create digital
scores of the great classical works, to make them easily actheir bows.
It is a surprise for those of us who come across these
and played. On the most basic level, Qarayev’s waltz from
has such a catchy theme that it has almost
become a cliché in the former Soviet area, but not to west-

Orchestra under his baton), Fikret Amirov’s Shur and Qarayev’s Third Symphony
sian Philharmonic Orchestra).

He [Qarayev – ed.]

up to 20 albums and the possibility of a series of concerts
to ensure that the Qarayevs, Amirovs, Hajibeyovs, Quliyevs
and others make their way onto the world’s repertoires and
-

UNAPPRECIATED
had made clear that Dmitry’s love of the culture extended beyond music, as I walked across a dozen carpets to
-

Of course, there are many calls on public funds,
ing weight of the problems consequent to the ethnic
baijanis to take their own culture for granted, so its pro-

Dmitry Yablonsky with composer and pianist Farhad Badalbeyli, rector of the Baku Music Academy

away unheeded at the back of a drawer – and the desire
to yell,
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(the Third Symphony
).

to spread the word, the scores and the sounds of Azerbaijani music.

FESTIVAL PIONEER

Discussing music and Azerbaijan at the foot of the Maiden Tower

CREATIVE PARTNERSHIP
He muses again, on the possibility of a combined art
And this born-again Azerbaijani owes that rebirth to
-

The festival brings top-notch classical musicians
to broaden the local audience’s experience and enthral them with accessible programmes (and all for
free). A
evening is also now a fixture; certainly popular with Qabala people, it offers the international performers a chance to encounter the
indigenous culture.
Two years ago, this exchange of experience moved to
Requiem produced probably the most moving
orchestra played into the night, with

his pianist mother Oxana Yablonskaya to Azerbaijan on

Farhad Badalbeyli, rector of the Baku Music Academy, shows Dmitry Yablonsky around the Teze Pir Mosque
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while, take it abroad as he conducts the Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra through
their 2015-16 tour.
As for this year’s Qascores and the sounds of Azerbaijani music
bala Festival, from 22
July to 1 August, he is
hoping to have a major orchestra from an exotic lothe gabalamusicfestival.com website to make sure
you don’t miss out.

And we wonder how long it will be before their repertoire too is expanded.
The teapot may be drained, but Dmitry Yablonsky’s

anything to share the joy of the music he loves to make.
We leave warmed by the tea, his genial enthusiasm, the
and the
promise of summer sounds in Qabala.

KARA KARAYEV

The Seven Beauties; The Path of Thunder –
Ancient Accents Heard to Magical Effect
Review by Michael Quinn
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra / Dmitry Yablonsky
Catalogue number: Naxos 8.573122

closer, the music of Qara Qarayev (Kara Karayev) is beginjan, thanks, not least, to the persuasive championing of conductor Dmitry Yablonsky.
He has previously recorded Qarayev’s Third Symphony,
the symphonic poem
and the

here to the ballet suites
and The Path of
Thunder in this fourth volume in the enterprising Azerbaiseries on Naxos.
-

Hajibeyov and ended as a student of Shostakovich in Mosally every form – operas, symphonies, chamber music, can).
the two ballet suites on this new disc.
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deur, spot-lit by glistening harps, yearning clarinets and a
sublime oboe melody.
ing ‘Waltz’ and the spirited
of ‘The Dance of the
Clowns’.
Yablonsky conjures all of these portraits and commening a real feel for the beauty of Qarayev’s music.
Qarayev received the Stalin prize for
–
The Path of Thunder quickly established itself in the repertoire of the Kirov (now Mariinsky) Theatre and was award-

by a novel by the South African writer Peter Abrahams,
which had been published nearly two decades earlier
just as the apartheid
troduced. It tells the story of a forbidden love between a
mixed-race teacher and the daughter of an Afrikaner patriarch. Forced to elope to escape the prejudice that would
keep them apart, the young lovers are eventually discovered and murdered.
The Path of Thunder is one of Qarayev’s most accomplished works and draws upon what the composer de-

(whose poems also inspired

), The Seven

who lived in seven ornately decorated pavilions. Four years
later, Qarayev expanded the suite into a full-length score,
from which this recording is taken.
harmonies, a sweeping sense of romance and an almost
palpable physicality perfectly

Azerbaijani folk melodies and harmonies

Nizami’s poem provides ample
excuses, too, for Qarayev’s eclec-

ill-fated lovers, violin and cello personifying the luckless
pair in ‘Scene and Duet’ as glowing strings forlornly herald
a new day.
laby’ before the murderous denouement of ‘The Path of
Thunder’, a passage of tremendous drama shot through
a dissonant militant march that calls to mind Tchaikovsky
at his darkest.
Taken together, these suites reveal Qarayev as a composer of eloquent and easily accessible music with YablonAbout

with appropriate hints of their ethnic origins.

-
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Qara Qarayev’s Seven Beauties, performed by the Azerbaijan State Opera and Ballet Theatre at the Silk Way Festival in Sheki, 2013
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